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1 Executive Summary
One of the most striking features of recent European Union (EU) climate legislation is the formal recognition
of energy communities as sovereign actors in the energy markets. In flexible energy communities,
participants cooperate towards the valorisation of local flexibility. Within the scope of each customer,
flexibility is activated through the optimized use of flexible energy assets. In addition to electric storage, these
assets include a wide range of home and building appliances, which can be classified according to the way in
which its flexibility can be managed/accessed, namely:
1. Curtailable loads, whose consumption could be interrupted or adjusted without significant disruption
to the customer (e.g., non-essential equipment, lighting, etc.);
2. Non-curtailable or uninterruptable loads, whose consumption interruption must comply with strict
technical requirements, due to their cycle of operation (e.g., dishwashers, tumble dryers, etc.);
3. Thermostatically controlled loads, whose level of consumption is dependent upon temperature
setpoints and can be adjusted accordingly, with potential effects to the indoor comfort (e.g., different
types of ambient air heating and/or cooling systems, electric water heaters, and refrigerators).
According to the FleXunity market model, the exploitation of local flexibility takes place in different stages:
The first step is to optimally manage and control the community flexibility pool for internal purposes via
intra-community trading, by which the community should be able to generate energy savings. Any residual
generation/demand could be adjusted via balancing mechanisms with the electric supplier(s). In a second step,
taking place subsequently to an operational assessment by the competent network operator, the community
has the option to respond to incentive ancillary service signals, in that way accessing further revenue streams.
This deliverable focuses on the former above step, i.e., on the internal interactions among community
participants, which are enabled by peer-to-peer (P2P) trading.
The goal of this report is to deliver insights as to appropriate tariff structures for the internal operations of flexible
energy communities. Such schemes should optimally incentivize the exploitation of locally generated energy and
flexibility, thus maximizing and most efficiently distributing value across the relevant stakeholders

To achieve these goals, this deliverable modelled and simulated a P2P exchange of renewable energy and
flexibility applied to the close to real-world conditions of FleXunity’s Iberia and UK pilots. The results of the
simulations revealed load, market trading, and techno-economic trends, the analysis of which helped identify
tariff structures best serving the collective interest of the studied communities.
Overall, the P2P simulations revealed considerable technical and economic potential, as well as very positive
prospects for intra-community P2P trading in presence of renewable energy production and demand-side
flexibility. The economic analysis demonstrates that when the contribution from the flexibility and
renewables is appropriately balanced, the potential savings that can be achieved are of a relevant nature.
The research in this report suggests that for the time being, traditional TOU tariffs are a better option for
customer engagement than more modern dynamic tariff structures. In addition, optimal TOU structures
should be developed for flexible energy communities so that the higher charge TOU periods are tailor-made
to the highest flexibility periods of the customers. In short, report recommends that the activity of tariff
definition takes place closer to the customers and communities, than it has been until now.
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2 Introduction
One of the most striking features of recent European Union (EU) climate legislation is the formal recognition
of energy communities as sovereign actors in the energy markets. According to the policies integrating the
Clean energy for all Europeans package [1], these new players can take the shape of “citizen energy
communities” or “renewable energy communities”. The former concept has loose locational boundaries,
being even representative of scenarios where participants dispersed along different geographies could form
virtual cohorts, whereas the latter, being limited to the shared contributions from local renewables, imposes
clear co-location (i.e., geographical proximity) requirements. Independently from these aspects, it is
established that in energy communities, citizens organize around the goal of cooperating in different types
of energy activities, to provide economic, social, and environmental benefits to those same communities and
the local regions where they operate (adapted from [2]).
The core study entity of the FleXunity project is flexible energy communities, which are organized citizen collectives
with the ability to optimally manage and exploit different sources of localized energy flexibility, such as demand
response (activated via flexible appliances) and electric storage, operating in tandem with distributed renewables.

In flexible energy communities, participants cooperate towards the valorisation of local flexibility. Within
the scope of each customer, flexibility is activated through the optimized use of flexible energy assets. In
addition to electric storage, these assets include a wide range of home and building appliances, which can be
classified according to the way in which its flexibility can be managed/accessed, namely:
4. Curtailable loads, whose consumption could be interrupted or adjusted without significant disruption
to the customer (e.g., non-essential equipment, lighting, etc.);
5. Non-curtailable or uninterruptable loads, whose consumption interruption must comply with strict
technical requirements, due to their cycle of operation (e.g., dishwashers, tumble dryers, etc.);
6. Thermostatically controlled loads, whose level of consumption is dependent upon temperature
setpoints and can be adjusted accordingly, with potential effects to the indoor comfort (e.g., different
types of ambient air heating and/or cooling systems, electric water heaters, and refrigerators).
For more details on the different types of flexible energy assets that can be used for leveraging customer
demand response opportunities, please consult “D2.3 – AI algorithms”.
According to the FleXunity market model, the exploitation of local flexibility takes place in different stages (for
a more detailed view of FleXunity’s market model design considerations, consult “D3.1 – Report of market
design analysis”): The first step is to optimally manage and control the community flexibility pool for internal
purposes via intra-community trading, by which the community should be able to generate energy savings.
Any residual generation/demand could be adjusted via balancing mechanisms with the electric supplier(s). In
a second step, taking place subsequently to an operational assessment by the competent network operator,
the community has the option to respond to incentive ancillary service signals, in that way accessing further
revenue streams. This deliverable focuses on the former above step, i.e., on the internal interactions among
community participants, which are enabled by peer-to-peer (P2P) trading.
Intra-community P2P trading, by which participants commercially exchange energy between themselves and
in real time by jointly leveraging the production of local renewable electricity and the optimized use of flexible
loads, is extensively reviewed in “D3.1 – Report of market design analysis”. The report surveyed relevant P2P
literature and real-world projects, ultimately providing high-level market design guidelines for FleXunity’s UK
and Iberia pilots. FleXunity adopts a community-based P2P market structure, based on which a supervisor
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or community manager (CM) entity operates as a trading facilitator for both internal and external market
interactions (which could also include trading with other P2P communities). Such a model gathers numerous
advantages, being particularly valued for its ability to maximize revenues for P2P participants. In FleXunity,
the CM role is appropriately taken by an energy and flexibility aggregator entity.
The goal of this report is to deliver insights as to appropriate tariff structures for the internal operations of
flexible energy communities. Such schemes should optimally incentivize the exploitation of locally generated
energy and flexibility, thus maximizing and most efficiently distributing value across the relevant stakeholders.
To achieve that goal, this deliverable identifies and quantifies the potential monetary benefits from
community-internal energy and flexibility trading in close to real-world conditions, deliberately resembling the
FleXunity Iberia and UK pilots. For each of these pilot cases, a P2P exchange is modelled and simulated, in
which various well-established trading mechanisms are adopted and implemented. The results of the
simulation will reveal the techno-economic impacts of unlocking P2P in the pilot communities, the analysis of
which will help identify tariff structures that best serve the collective interest of the community.
The next subchapters will offer two fundamental overviews: The first one tackles the workings of demandside flexibility and the historical challenges it has faced, namely those related to customer awareness,
regulation and pricing, and conflicts of interest, whereas the second one addresses aspects of electricity
pricing, describing the most prevalent tariff structures and highlighting its key advantages and disadvantages.

2.1 Demand-side flexibility activation
It is well established that flexibility plays a key role in the active balancing of generation and consumption in
the power system and in ensuring that power flows run within the required technical constraints. Behind this
rationale is the recurrence of variable and uncertain phenomena at different timescales, as Figure 1 illustrates.
In the long-term, there are contextual factors linked to macroeconomics, clean energy policy, and evolution
of consumer trends, all of which impact decision-making on the development of grid assets and infrastructure
[3]. In the medium to short-term, i.e., at a weekly, daily, and intraday basis, there are both cyclical and
unforeseen load variations and events, which together with intermittent renewable energy production are
influencing factors in the energy dispatch, unit commitment, and reserve sizing and activation [3][4].

SCOPE OF
FLEXUNITY
PROJECT

Figure 1 – Variable and uncertain phenomena at different timescales generate a need for flexibility in the power system, which can be
tackled with flexibility solutions of different types, in the chart termed “Generation”, “Storage”, “Network”, and “Loads” [3]. Within the
later, adjusting loads can also be called “Demand-side flexibility”, which is a main object of study in this report.
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Several options exist in terms of flexibility solutions to help the power system in coping with the
abovementioned variable and uncertain phenomena (Figure 1). The four major types of solutions are1:
1. To adjust the generation output to fit power system’s needs, which is the most traditional type of
solution (in today’s power systems, this also includes renewable energy curtailment actions). In Figure
1, this type of solutions is identified as “Generation”.
2. To use energy storage technologies to flatten load variations across different time horizons. In Figure
1, this type of solutions is identified as “Storage”.
3. To modify/upgrade grid infrastructure and/or its settings, potentially seeking balancing support from
externally interconnected power systems, if and when that option is be available. In Figure 1, this type
of solutions is identified as “Network”.
4. To manage loads on the demand side, by adjusting (reducing or increasing) and/or shifting demand
in specific time periods in combination with application of supportive electricity pricing structures. In
Figure 1, this type of solutions is identified as “Loads”, but it is also often called “Demand-side
flexibility”, being the main object of study of this report and the key focus of the FleXunity project.
Demand-side flexibility can facilitate the integration of renewable energy by reshaping load profiles to
match its generation patterns, reduce peak loads and seasonality, and bring down electricity generation
costs, by shifting loads from periods with high electricity prices to periods with lower prices [4]. Such
qualities, especially when paired with those brought by energy storage, could become critical for the
increasingly distributed power systems of Europe, already largely based on renewable generation. On the
other hand, the reliance on generation and grid asset management for flexibility provision are long-established
practices connoted with the legacy grid, which for decades ran on highly controllable, but hefty combustion
generation. Accordingly, as Figure 2 illustrates, it is a widespread expectation that the future power systems
will integrate a much higher share of flexibility services coming from the demand side (especially from flexible
appliances in homes and businesses), which could be comparable to that coming from the supply side [4].

Figure 2 – Comparison between the estimated contributions from different sources of flexibility in the traditional, legacy power system
and the distributed, renewables-based contemporary power system [4]. It is perceptible that in the near future, distributed energy
resources (DER), including demand response, will play a major role in flexibility provision, comparable to that of the generation assets.

1

The above solutions do not need to be handled independently, but rather jointly managed and coordinated as a
“flexibility portfolio” for handling variability and uncertainty in the power system, which can take place under different
timescales, via its activation and deactivation, as well as via power system investments and infrastructural upgrades.
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Despite the merits of demand-side flexibility, flexible equipment and appliances have been traditionally
activated only in the context of large industrial and commercial customers. The smaller consumption of small
businesses and homes has historically acted as a deterrent for the development of flexibility exploitation
opportunities for this subset of customers, resulting in a generalized lack of market and regulatory
incentives and of engagement in load shifting. Interest in materializing those untapped opportunities has
reignited with the emergence of aggregator players, who can help smaller customers overcome volumerelated barriers and enable their participation in emerging flexibility markets.

2.1.1 Flexibility activation challenges faced by small customers
Up until now, small electricity customers have faced various challenges related to flexibility activation, which
are described in the next subsections.

2.1.1.1 Challenge 1: Lack of awareness of flexibility potential by smaller customers
Many residential customers have little willingness in getting “too involved” in (their own) energy affairs,
despite knowledge of the financial opportunities that may arise from adoption of more energy efficient
behaviours. It is more so if such behaviours could interfere with perceived notions and family habits of comfort
at home. Behind these phenomena, there are complex social and cultural factors beyond the scope of this
report. Still, with the continued growth in electricity prices in recent years, it is expected that the customers’
engagement in such topics will increase. Moreover, and also importantly, discussions around flexibility of
energy use often get technical and difficult to follow by average electricity customers, which may result in
lack of interest (even by otherwise potentially engaged customers). This is especially true when aspects of
demand-side flexibility trading in any type of markets comes into play, being these nascent areas with little
mainstream exposure and consequently limited awareness among the general public. As a basic measure to
address this, dedicated programs ought to be established by electricity suppliers, network operators,
governmental agencies, or other agents to educate electricity customers on benefits of load shifting, ideally
with focus on revealing practical ways in which they could participate in such activities with reduced burden.

2.1.1.2 Challenge 2: Lack of suitable tariff structures and/or its effective utilization
Appropriately structured electricity tariffs can play an important role in incentivizing load shifting activities
and thus in activating flexibility assets, particularly in the presence of renewable energy production and/or
stationary electric storage. Suitable tariffs must provide appropriate price signals that contribute to activating
the local flexibility in the right amounts and during the right periods of the day, when it is valuable/needed at
the grid level and when it is available on the side of the customer.
Only electricity tariffs with some level of time-of-consumption sensitivity could contribute to flexible load
shifting, contrarily to conventional and still dominant uniform tariffs (See Subsection 2.2). Residential
prosumers exposed to time-varying electricity rates could generate savings from flexibility by directing nonessential loads to periods when electricity is lower-priced. The presence of local renewable energy production
and storage brings additional opportunities. Specific time-bound price signals may incentivize local production
of energy, which could be stored and transferred to later periods of the day, together with any flexible daytime
loads. Despite this potential, and as previously addressed, the lack of awareness and engagement in load
shifting behaviours could fully prevent flexible assets from being activated, even if a suitable tariff is in place,
which only highlights the multi-dimensional complexity of demand-side load shifting.
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2.1.1.3 Challenge 3: Prevalent non-supportive market frameworks:
While tariffs are a critical element of demand-side flexibility activation, the broader regulatory frameworks
also need to keep up with the innovation trends taking shape at the distributed level and among the smaller
branches of electricity customers, in the interest of pursuance of the latest EU climate and environmental
policy goals. One key point is the integration of locally-generated flexibility in existing electricity market
frameworks i.e., allowing small businesses and homes to participate and openly compete in these markets
via demand response, freely and equally with other market players. In this way, these customers could access
service revenues based on existing compensation schemes for responding to flexibility activation requests. At
an EU level, The Clean energy for all Europeans package [1], through its Directive on the “internal market for
electricity”, already mandates that final customers, whether involved in energy communities or not, must be
allowed “to participate alongside producers”, “on a level playing field”, and “in a non-discriminatory manner”
in all electricity markets. It is also said that the participation could take place “either directly or through
aggregation”. Yet, as discussed earlier, in light of current minimum bid requirements to participation in most
European balancing markets, the above can only be realized through the involvement of intermediary
aggregator actors. The current technical and market frameworks for demand response participation in various
of these marketplaces were examined in detail in”D2.1 – Legal and technical requirements of balancing
markets“. It has been found that despite the clear EU orientations, many barriers still exist in most member
states, which range from non-recognition of the role of independent aggregator parties to the prevalence of
high minimum bids to enter the markets.
In addition to the participation in external electricity markets, many opportunities for flexibility exploitation
lie in the local environment. In flexible energy communities, which can be framed in European legislation under
various directives of the Clean energy for all Europeans policy package [1][2], citizens cooperate towards the
overall maximization of the exploitation of renewable energy production and demand-side flexibility. This is
done in a logic of P2P trading, where the renewable production and the flexible load shares of individual
customers are commercially exchanged for the collective good of the community, before any external
transactions take place. Participation in the community facilitates and enables market participation, avoiding
waste of customer flexibility and renewable potentials, contributing local environmental and socio-economic
development. However, P2P trading also brings many complications, for instance related to the renewed
customer-electricity supplier relation and their retention with P2P markets, market pricing sub-optimality, the
need for the most sophisticated cyber-security and transaction mechanisms and technologies, among others
(see “D3.1 – Report of market design analysis”). While regulators around Europe wrap their head around
these challenges, P2P in the above terms remains generally unsupported by national policies, despite the
EU’s goals and recommendations towards a more user-centric European energy system. This regulatory
block contributes to a large extent to an inefficient management of renewable energy and flexibility potentials
at a local level. Assumedly, however, this is a regulatory environment that is due to change in the near future.

2.1.1.4 Challenge 4: Potential conflicts of interest among stakeholders
Demand-side flexibility is a prized asset by different stakeholders (the flexibility owner, network operators
– TSOs and DSOs – retailers, etc.), which could result in multiple service requests/opportunities and
respective accumulated value, but also in potential conflicts of interest between them. These conflicts are
relevant when defining optimal customer tariff structures, aimed at activating the right amount of flexibility
at the right times, which could vary from different stakeholder viewpoints.
Figure 3 highlights various flexibility service alternatives that the end-customer can access as a flexibility
owner. Depending on the market models and regulatory frameworks in place, these could belong to the realms
of active and reactive power, or active energy supply, for satisfying either system-level or local-level needs [5].
An example of system-level services could be ancillary services to the TSO, while an example of local-level
13
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services could be congestion management in low voltage distribution grids to the benefit of the DSO
(technically speaking, both can be activated in either an “upward” or in a “downward” direction). Faced with
the above possibilities, end-users are most likely to offer those services that deliver the highest rewards
(although not necessarily always). This means that those who procure the flexibility become market
competitors. At the same time, with view in value maximization, customers could deliver more than one
flexibility service to various stakeholders under a “stacked service” approach, in the cases when this is possible
in the same or in adjacent time periods (even though the distributed provision of stacked flexibility services is
still in its infancy).

Figure 3 – Types of energy and power-based services that flexibility owners can provide in various markets to stakeholders who procure
flexibility, as a result from evolving regulatory framework and market design objectives. Key: FCR-N: Frequency Containment Reserve
for Normal Operation; TSO – Transmission System Operator; BPM – Balancing power market; DSO – Distribution System Operator.

One additional local service that electricity customers could turn to is intra-community electricity and/or
flexibility trading – P2P, which is the focus of this report. In this case, for those peers who are “buyers”, the
local market trading price should be lower than the electricity supplier’s price for the same period of time.
Depending on the market model and/or on the customers’ decision-making criteria, for flexibility owners, the
compensation should in principle be better than that of other power and/or energy-based procurement
requests. This report investigates those phenomena and inquires as to what kind of tariff structure(s) could
stimulate it, by activating the flexibility in the most optimal way possible i.e., in the way that better generates
and distributes value across the flexibility value chain.
In all likelihood, there isn’t a “one size fits all” tariff solution that will satisfy at all times the needs of all the
actors in the system. As a result, prioritization rules could be put in place, based on which some stakeholders
are served first, and other stakeholders after, if energy/flexibility is still available. Such a prioritization could
lead back to a system that is only partially optimized, even though not to the extent of the traditional
unidirectional paradigm, given interactions between the local and the system-level are in place and all
stakeholders are duly considered. This is one of the drivers for energy decentralization and for establishment
of locally-optimized energy systems, such as microgrids, as well as for the emergence of energy communities.
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2.1.2 The FleXunity project’s approach
FleXunity tackles the above challenges by implementing a community-based P2P market model (see “D3.1 –
Report of market design analysis”), the details of which are detailed in Table 1.
Table 1 – Identified demand-side flexibility challenges and how does FleXunity project tackles it.

Demand-side flexibility activation challenge
Limited awareness and understanding of technical
aspects of flexibility

Lack of suitable tariff structures or its appropriate
utilization

Generalized lack of supportive regulatory frameworks

Potential conflicts of interest between stakeholders over
different flexibility services

How FleXunity project addresses the challenge
• FleXunity adopts a community-based P2P market
structure, based on which a supervisory CM entity
operates as a trading facilitator. The decisions of the
CM affect directly the energy dispatch, as well as the
revenues and payments the peers are due. Yet, the
involvement of participants is limited, and no
technical knowledge is required. Despite this, all the
participants have the right to establish strategic
criteria and conditions to their participation, which
reflect their personal preferences. This model is
valued for its ability to maximize revenues for the
participant peers, while minimizing their burden.
• FleXunity studies and promotes the adoption of
optimized time-sensitive tariff structures, which
contribute to load shifting and renewable energy
generation maximization. This is tested in a
modeling environment for each of FleXunity’s pilot
communities (which is the goal of this report).
• FleXunity investigates the benefits brought by
demand response flexibility and renewable
production in small businesses and homes, by
adopting a market model that considers (or
assumes) that intra-community trading via P2P is a
well-framed activity that benefits communities as a
whole, which is in line, at least, with EU policy
orientation. It researches potential added value for
retailers brought by P2P, eying customer retention.
It also explores the integration of demand-side
flexibility in existing electricity markets.
• Market operations under the FleXunity model have
a type of a “merit order” (see “D3.1 – Report of
market design analysis”), which is as follows: 1)
Flexibility use is locked for intra-community trading.
This means that the interest to the community peers
comes first. The residual generation/demand, if any,
is adjusted with the electric supplier(s); 2) After an
operational assessment by the operator, flexibility
can be activated as response to relevant price
signals for providing external market services and
generating further revenue streams. There is no
preferential service from this point on, but FleXunity
is more focused on ancillary services to the TSO.

2.2 Review of electricity tariff structures
This subsection offers an overview of the characteristics of the most widespread electricity retail tariff
structures, giving both practical examples and an appraisal of advantages and disadvantages of its adoption
from the customer and overall energy system perspectives. Please note that given this report’s emphasis on
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flexible energy communities, the analysis focuses on the structure of the variable or “volumetric” cost
components of each tariff, i.e., on those components that impact the ability of customers to shift energy loads,
rather than on any fixed costs’ components.

2.2.1 Flat tariffs
Flat tariffs, also called “simple”, “uniform”, or “linear” tariffs are the most common choice for the majority of
residential electricity customers in most European countries. These are also the most fitting option for those
customers who are less engaged with their energy affairs. From a technical standpoint, flat tariffs have little
sophistication, in the sense that they comprise of a single fixed unit consumption rate for electricity, which
applies independently from when (Figure 4a) or how much (Figure 4b) energy is purchased.
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Figure 4 – a) Example flat tariffs for residential customers in Portugal (C1), Spain (C2), and for a Spanish commercial customer (C3); b)
Chart of accumulated variable costs as function of consumed electricity for each of the selected customers (C2, C2, and C3).

Typically, different electricity customers and/or customer groupings are offered different flat tariff rates
(Figure 4a), most notably in the case of competitive retail markets. This may be dependent upon many factors.
One of the most common determinants of the flat rate amount is the contracted capacity of a customer;
generally, “larger” customers are able to access lower electricity rates. Other factors that influence flat rates
could be, for example, the customer’s load profile characteristics and their expected consumption patterns.
The accumulated variable electricity charges under a flat tariff generate diverging linear plots for each of the
contracting customers (Figure 4b), hence the “linear tariff” terminology.
Flat tariffs have the advantage of providing a very simple method of calculating and managing energy
consumption costs, which for some families of customers can be of great value. However, due to the uniform
pricing, these tariffs do not offer any opportunities and/or incentives for customers to save by managing their
consumption patterns (only by managing their total consumption). At the same time, because behind those
potential incentives are techno-economic system-level benefits, flat tariffs represent a burden and a
disconnect with the overall management of the energy system, being only minimally cost-reflective.
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2.2.2 Tiered tariffs
Tiered tariffs, also known as “block” tariffs, are tariffs for which the unit rate paid for electricity depends on
the amount of electricity that has been consumed until the present moment. Different ranges of consumption
are called “tiers” or “blocks”, each with a predetermined number of units. The rate per unit in each tier is
fixed, even though this could change according to the season. Depending on the goal of the electricity supplier,
tiered tariffs could use an “increasing-tier” or an “inverted-tier” approach. In the former, more commonly
found in North American homes, there is a proportional relation between the price of the electricity unit and
the growing consumption (see Figure 5), whereas in the latter these two variables are inversely proportional.
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Figure 5 – a) Representation of electricity rates per tier in an example three-block increasing-tier electricity tariff (hypothetical
residential customer, C4); b) Chart of accumulated variable costs as function of consumed electricity for the selected customer, C4.

Contrarily to the nature of the linear progressions shown in Figure 4b (flat tariff), in an increasing-tier tariff,
the accumulated variable electricity charges form an inward-facing surface plot as the consumption tiers
increase. It is common that a last tier exists after which the unit electricity rate will not further grow.
The argument behind an increasing-tier rate is that it provides incentives for customers to use electricity more
efficiently at higher consumption levels. At the same time, customers can organize their consumption so to
guarantee that critical loads are served first, at lower prices, and that non-essential loads are attended at a
subsequent stage, for a premium. There is an intrinsic social effect to such a structure, since low-income
households are more likely to stick to consumption within the first tiers, whereas high-income households
are more prone to higher electricity consumptions. In this situation, it is possible that the wealthier branch of
the consumers may be subsidizing the supplier’s cost recovery for the lower-income branches [6][7].
Generally, tiered tariffs are more focused on tailoring energy pricing to the customer’s socio-economic context
and willingness-to-pay, than on adjusting the customer’s behaviour to the power system’s techno-economic
constraints. As a result, and while promoting energy efficient behaviours is an advantage (in the case of
increasing-tier rates), such a tariff structure is not necessarily the most energy system cost-reflective.

2.2.3 Time-of-use tariffs
Time-of-Use (ToU) tariffs charge for electricity at a time-of-consumption basis i.e., electricity is charged
differently according to the specific period of the day when it is purchased (in this context, called “ToU
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periods”) (Figure 6). The ToU periods can vary in number, from a minimum of two (approximately
corresponding to night-time and day-time consumption) to a maximum of four, being seasonality also
involved. How these periods are defined is a function of national energy policy and of the respective energy
system’s generation constraints and requirements. In most European countries, advanced four-period ToU
tariffs are commonplace for large commercial customers, but less prevalent among residential clients. Still,
there has been a growing trend for less sophisticated two-period ToU tariffs’ adoption among the latter, as an
alternative to the traditional and still dominant flat electricity tariffs (see Figure 6).
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Figure 6 – Example ToU tariffs for residential customers in Portugal (C1), Spain (C2), and for a Portuguese commercial customer (C3).

The electricity pricing trend along the ToU periods accompanies in the best way possible the evolution of the
system-level costs for supplying the electricity. Therefore, the unit of electricity is more expensive during highdemand hours, such as those in the early morning and in the evening. Given this rationale, ToU tariffs with a
higher number of periods are more effective instruments of cost-reflectiveness than those with less periods.
Furthermore, because both the legal time and the patterns of consumption change according to the seasons
of the year, so do the ToU periods for most tariffs, albeit just slightly.
According to usual electricity pricing taxonomy, lower electric demand periods are called “off-peak” periods;
depending on the tariff, there may be more than one of these. Times of the day with intermediate demand
are called “mid-peak” periods, whereas those with highest demand are called “on-peak” periods.
ToU tariffs are potentially advantageous for both customers and the energy system as whole, due to their
ability to generate cost savings when the patterns of consumption accompany their pricing structure, which is
more cost-reflective than that of a flat or tiered tariff. Lower rates during off-peak periods work as an incentive
for load shifting. However, ToU tariffs could also become problematic, when customers do not adjust their
consumption to the different ToU periods. For example, if a residential customer switches from a flat tariff to
a ToU tariff but for some reason (lack of awareness, lack of willingness…) does not adjust their consumption
patterns, he/she could end up spending more in electricity every month. This is a particular concern among
socially and financially vulnerable electricity customers, potentially originating situations of energy poverty.
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2.2.4 Dynamic tariffs
In dynamic or “real-time” tariffs, electricity rates are derived from wholesale electricity market prices, varying
on an hourly or shorter term basis. For dynamic prices to be calculated with such high temporal granularity,
very sophisticated electricity consumption metering infrastructure is required. In addition, for the tariff to be
effective, i.e., for customers to be able to adjust their demand, the price signals must be communicated to the
respective customers several hours in advance [8]. The electricity rate in dynamic tariffs is structurally
composed of the wholesale market price, added to a retailer percent margin.
Dynamic tariff rates resemble the most sophisticated (four-period) ToU tariff rates (see Figure 7). However,
dynamic tariff rates reflect more efficiently the variation of the clearing prices in the electricity markets, being
the most cost-reflective among all electricity retail tariff alternatives. This is because ToU rates are predetermined and remain static, while dynamic rates can be adjusted in real-time to reflect unexpected critical
events, such as those originated by extreme climate, for example.
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Figure 7 – Representation of an example dynamic electricity tariff (hypothetical residential customer, C5) superimposed over the
representation of ToU tariff for a Portuguese commercial customer (C3). Both tariffs reflect well the variable system-level costs of
supplying electricity, but unlike the ToU tariff, the dynamic rate is sensitive to unforeseen critical events that may abruptly affect prices.

In practical terms, dynamic tariffs are not yet mainstream, being mostly reserved to those countries with
highest levels of smart meter rollout and grid infrastructure modernization (e.g., Italy, Norway, and Finland).
As such, in most countries, the most cost-reflective tariff option available are ToU tariffs. At the same time,
the experiences in countries such as Norway and Finland have shown that not only customer adherence to
dynamic tariffs has not met expectations, but also that many customers do not accompany the rate evolution
of their contracted dynamic tariff schemes, thus failing to capitalize on demand response opportunities [9].
Such patterns suggest that at this stage, customers may still perceive the ToU tariff options as the “safest” and
most actionable ones, when it comes to changing energy behaviours as a response to electricity price signals.
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3 Methodology description
This section casts light on the methodological aspects of this work, by explaining the overall approach, and
depicting each procedural step, namely collection of data and its handling, P2P modeling, and post-processing.

3.1 Overall approach
The goal of the methodology is to produce insights as to the benefits of adopting a P2P exchange under tariff
structures that incentivize the activation of demand-side flexibility and renewable energy uptake locally, i.e.,
in the scope of local (flexible) energy communities. The analysis is applied to FleXunity project’s pilot
communities, one of them distributed along the Iberian Peninsula (composed of customers in both Spain and
Portugal), and the other one located in the town of Corby, in the UK.
The first methodological step is the collection of localized data and of different types of information.
Collected pilot data includes detailed electrical demand profiles, electricity tariffs, and market pricing time
series. Some of the information obtained pertains, for example, to the characteristics of flexible equipment
and appliances onsite, and the consumption patterns of residential and commercial customers. Data inputs to
the framework are comprehensively described in Sub-section 3.2. Secondly, there are several data treatment
processes, of which a substantial part is cleaning of datasets and appropriate pre-formatting, but also, for
instance, building solar generation curves for the pilot sites, estimating flexibility profiles for each customer,
and creating the market pricing reference data for the P2P exchange. This stage will produce the structured
data inputs for the P2P model. The third step is then the simulation of a P2P exchange, applied to the
conditions of both pilots. The procedures and mechanisms considered in this model are detailed in Sub-section
3.3. The simulation will produce several data time series as results, which feature key load and market
information. In a last stage, these results are compiled and processed to produce information on the potential
techno-economic benefits from community-internal energy and flexibility trading, which serve as basis to
discuss tariff structures that could potentially best serve the collective interest of the community. This generic
methodology is illustrated in Figure 8.
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Figure 8 – Overall approach to deliver insights as to suitable tariff structures for internal operations of flexible energy communities.

In terms of limitations, it is important to mention that any model is no more than a representation of reality.
The work presented here, even though applied to the best of the authors’ possibilities, has some element of
theory, requiring further steps of validation. Other acknowledged limitations are the following:
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•

•

•

•

•

The load analysis is produced from incomplete historic data, which led to several assumptions being done
as to the behavioural patterns of some of the customers. It is also important to mention the impact of the
Covid-19 pandemic in the disruption of load patterns that were considered to be standard until very
recently. The new global wave of remote working is changing most people’s daily life and the way they
use and relate with energy, which will likely transform the energy dynamics between offices and homes.
Despite all of this, at this stage, none of these phenomena is consolidated. In this work, there was an
attempt to use load data from the year 2019, so to capture pre-Covid-19 load patterns, although this has
not been accomplished fully.
Tariff analysis produced is largely qualitative, which is imposed by the both the tools adopted and the
circumstances of the FleXunity project. The P2P exchange model used takes flexibility activation as a
standard input, which means the impact of the tariff structure is implicit to the model, rather than explicit.
Nevertheless, the model successfully accounts for the benefits of the use of such flexibility and given its
TOU structure for activation inputs, it allows to do so accurately. A more detailed and consequential
analysis of tariff impacts must be produced with a larger extent of real-world data and information,
conceivably at a more advanced stage of FleXunity project, when such inputs could possibly be available.
This work focuses on explicit demand response actions, i.e., on flexibility trading rather than in implicit
actions that could render customers some level of savings. Inclusion of energy savings from implicit
demand response could be an addition to the revenue-oriented analysis in this report.
In the way the P2P model is structured, when manually activated, demand-side flexibility “needs” to be
utilized. Otherwise, it must be traded in the external markets. While this could bring additional revenues,
it is not explicitly modelled, since the simulation performs only intra-community trading.
The customer’s contribution to the collective consists of demand-side flexibility from load shifting, and PV
generation, exclusively. Other valuable assets, such as electricity storage and other DER, are not taken into
consideration in this analysis but could knowingly increase the benefits.

3.2 Data inputs
As Figure 8 explains, there were two main sources of data and information to this work, being the main one
the surveys and audits to pilot participants performed by pilot leader partners ECY and SIMPLES, in context of
FleXunity’s WP6 (see “D6.1 – Community engagement and site surveys”). Where those activities could not
provide the needed inputs, or wouldn’t suffice, the authors resorted to external open sources. This sub-section
offers further details on those procedures.

3.2.1 Customer loads
A building block to the proposed analysis are the electrical demand load profiles of residential, commercial,
and industrial customers that make up FleXunity’s Iberia and Corby communities. The models built for the P2P
simulation take in hourly-detailed electrical load time series data (in kWe) for a reference year (in this case,
2019). Neither ECY nor SIMPLES could provide complete datasets of these time series, with respect to their
pilots. In some cases, load profiles are missing, whereas in other cases, the data would not be available for all
months of the year. In response to the challenges found, and with support from ECY, SIMPLES, and CWD, LUT
has devised statistical methodologies to make the best estimations possible of these load profiles.

Iberia community
SIMPLES could not provide the electrical load profiles for the either the residential participants in the Iberia
pilot. As an alternative, LUT worked with CWD to collect several complete time series of residential customers
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of not only similar characteristics but also located approximately in the same regions/climate zones (this is
important in respect to homes, due to their low thermal inertia, and thus relative sensitivity to climate). This
task was facilitated by the fact that in this pilot, most residential participants, from both Portugal and Spain,
are based in the Northern region of the Iberian Peninsula. In the one exception, one of these customers is
from Central Spain.
The time series provided by CWD were subject to robust statistics’ techniques aimed at devising
representative load profile structures for the Iberia pilot participants. The magnitudes of the final profiles were
produced based on the precise contracted capacity of each of customer, as provided by SIMPLES. Example
outcome profiles are shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10, which show week and weekend electricity consumption
of residential customers in the Northern and Central Iberian Peninsula. The profiles show different energy use
patterns: The Northern customer has substantial daytime consumption, having two peaks during the week,
whereas the customer in Central Spain makes little daytime use of electricity, peaking only in the late evening.
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Figure 9 – Example electric load profile built for residential customers in Northern Iberia – December day.
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Figure 10 – Example electric load profile built for residential customers in Center Iberia – December day.
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In the case of the Iberia pilot’s commercial customers, the process was different from the one for the homes,
since SIMPLES was able to provide datasets composed of smart meter-monitored electrical demand data. LUT
used several assumptions on cyclical load patterns and different data cleaning methods to produce the final
profiles, two examples of which are presented in Figure 11 and Figure 12. The former depicts the consumption
of a typical small-sized building, peaking in the mornings and dropping through the day, whereas for the latter
(a larger facility), the load is flattened, with a second peak taking place in the evening. Notably, in both cases,
electrical consumption is maintained through the weekend (the plots show the consumption on a Sunday).
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Figure 11 – Example electric load profile built for small-sized commercial customers in Northern Iberia – December day.
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Figure 12 – Example electric load profile built for medium-sized commercial customers in Northern Iberia – December day.
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Corby community
It was not possible to gather any electrical consumption data from the Corby pilot’s participant customers.
However, ECY was able to survey installed HVAC equipment and collect statistical insights on built
environment and electricity usage patterns, such as, for example:
•

•

An evening electricity load peak is expected for all test homes, even though 75% of these have a
relatively flat electricity profile, as one or both adult occupants work from home. The remaining 25%
experience a more pronounced evening peak from around 5pm, when occupants return from work.
Four of the control homes use electric air source heat pumps as HVAC system, thus having more
“spread out” electricity use. All other customers in the pilot use gas for heating.

By leveraging on the valuable above information, LUT was able to portray the behavioural patterns for three
distinct cohorts of pilot participants. Then, by adopting percent-based forms of the representative load profiles
for different types of UK customers, produced in the NATCONSUMERS project [10], LUT reached a distribution
of electrical demand profiles for the Corby pilot (Figure 13), according to the following assumptions:
•
•
•

An estimated 50% of Corby’s residential customers has a similar electrical load profile to that of the
“Home Lunchers”, from the NATCONSUMERS project [10].
An estimated 37% of Corby’s residential customers has a similar electrical load profile to that of the
“Afternoon Actives”, from the NATCONSUMERS project [10].
An estimated 13% of Corby’s residential customers has a similar electrical load profile to that of the
“Winter Spinners”, from the NATCONSUMERS project [10].

To obtain the actual residential load profiles (in kWe), the estimated contracted capacity of each of the
customers is factored in the percent-based figures from the above distribution.
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Figure 13 – Generic percent-based electric load profiles adopted for the residential customers in the Corby pilot (Adapted from [10]).

ECY was able to compile some commercial building’s electrical load data. Moreover, disparate information on
to electricity usage patterns of each of the customers was made available. By combining and curating these
inputs, LUT was able to produce estimated hourly-detail electric load profiles for an entire reference year.
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Figure 14 and Figure 15 show outputs of this process. Both reflect typical operations of commercial units, such
as offices and/or department stores, for example, that close doors for the weekend (but that could have
occasional activity on those days).
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Figure 14 – Example electric load profile built for small-sized commercial customers in the Corby pilot.
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Figure 15 – Example electric load profile built for medium-sized commercial customers in the Corby pilot.

A third type of building that exists in the Corby pilot is a large-sized industrial facility, for which ECY was also
able to provide some level of consumption data and energy usage information. This building has a substantially
different load profile since it runs 24/7, and also partially during the weekends. Finally, the facility runs more
intensely during certain times of the year, than in others, which is reflected in the consumption levels. To
highlight these features, Figure 16 shows the year-long electric load of the building.
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Figure 16 – Year-long electric load profile built for large-sized industry facility in the Corby pilot.

3.2.2 Flexible assets and flexibility profiles
The flexibility potential represents the ability of a customer to shift the energy consumption from one moment
to another, both forward and backward (increase or decrease consumption). Various factors can affect this
potential, such as the flexible technology employed, the unforeseen external climate variables, which impact
on the customers’ energy usage choices and load patterns, the user perceptions of interior comfort and its
desired maintenance, which are at times conflicting with load shifting goals, and the price signal incentive
driven by the applicable electricity tariff rate. It is the combination of these factors that will dictate whether a
customer will or not be potentially willing to offer/activate their flexibility at a given moment. This results in
having a theoretical flexibility potential, often called the “technical” potential, that could be achieved, but that
is not realized in practice.

Flexibility potential (theoretical potential)
Technology-related restrictions(technical potential)
Weather-related restrictions
(spatial/temporal potential)
Comfort-related restrictions
(social potential)
Tariff-related restrictions
(economical potential)

Figure 3 – Various factors that restrict the flexibility potential of a customer at a given moment.
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LUT adopted different strategies to build realistic representations of the flexibility potentials for different
types of customers, in the two pilots. The first step was to learn from “D6.1 – Community engagement and
site surveys” on the available equipment installed in each customer.

3.2.2.1 Flexible equipment and capacities
Drawing the overall picture, all the Iberia pilot’s customers offered HVAC flexibility, pertaining to both heating
and cooling production, whereas the Corby pilot’s customers offered cold appliances flexibility (residential)
and HVAC flexibility, pertaining mostly to cooling, with one building exception (commercial). The surveyed
aggregated technical potentials for both sites are presented in Table 2 and Table 3.
Table 2 – Aggregated technical flexible capacities in the Iberia pilot, segregated by recruit cohort typology.

Typology of cohort (Iberia)
Residential
Commercial

Type of flexible equipment
HVAC (heating and cooling),
specifically AC units, heat pumps,
electric and radiant heating systems

Flexible capacity (kWp)
41.73
73.78
115.52

Table 3 – Aggregated flexible capacities in the Corby pilot, segregated by recruit cohort typology.

Typology of cohort (Corby)
Residential
Commercial

Type of flexible equipment
Cold appliances (refrigerators and
different types of freezers)
HVAC (cooling), specifically one large
chiller, AC units, with the exception
of one building with electric heaters

Flexible capacity (kWp)
2.17
213.34

215.51

Please note the very limited flexible capacity that is made available in the residential cohort of the Corby pilot.
This suggests from the onset that this group of customers may not be able to provide a consequential
contribution for active energy-driven flexibility services.

3.2.2.1 Flexibility profiles
The flexibility profiles, which have been built for each customer, reflect the share of the technical flexibility
potential that is made available, i.e., that can be activated, through the course of one day. These correspond
to multiplying the total flexible capacity by the percent-based flexibility availability in each of the 24 hours.
The followed procedures for devising flexibility profiles were different for residential and non-residential
customers, since there were varying levels of information available:
•

•

For the residential recruits, the load profiles were studied in detail in order to identify the most
probable times for flexibility activation (depending on the flexible equipment used in each customer).
This resulted in identifying various groupings with different flexibility time ranges, hereafter called
“time windows”. After this, scenarios of utilization were designed, corresponding to different level of
utilization of the technical flexible potential.
For the commercial recruits, ECY and SIMPLES were able to collect typical HVAC utilization
information, from which percent-based load profiles were built.
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Iberia community
For the Iberia pilot community, two types of residential customers were identified in regard to flexibility
activation. The first group, characterized with earlier energy consumption in the day, had a flexibility time
window between 18h and 20h, whereas the second group, generally with much later energy usage, had a time
window between 20h and 22h. The former is represented in Figure 17 and the latter in Figure 18.
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Figure 17 – Example load profile of electricity customer in the Iberia pilot (ES.T06), inclusive of the flexible share and applicable flexibility
time window (in this case, between 18h and 20h).
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Figure 18 – Example load profile of electricity customer in the Iberia pilot (ES.T16), inclusive of the flexible share and applicable flexibility
time window (in this case, between 20h and 22h).

In the Iberia pilot, two flexibility activation scenarios were considered for the homes. The first one activates
only half (50%) of the available flexible load, whereas the second one activates the entirety (100%) of the load.
Figure 19 shows the six percent-based flexible equipment use profiles built from collected inquiries by SIMPLES
to the actual commercial recruits. Generally, these profiles reflect a high level of HVAC utilization, and thus a
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high flexibility availability, during the work hours, but none during the times the commercial buildings are
closed, since there is little to no HVAC equipment utilization.
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Figure 19 – Example percent-based flexibility load profiles for commercial/industrial electricity customers in the Iberia pilot - January
week day: a) PT.NR01; b) PT.NR02; c) ES.NR01; d) ES.NR02; e) ES.NR03; f) ES.NR04.

Corby community
As explained earlier, in the Corby community, the residential recruits offered their cold appliances, i.e., fridges
and freezers, as flexibility sources for pilot purposes. The assumption behind it is that this equipment can be
turned on and off for very short spans of time and in that way provide some level of flexibility. In terms of
flexible profiles for these customers, there is no time differentiation of the availability, because cold appliances
are on 24/7. Thus, unlike the case of the Iberia pilot, in the Corby pilot, this flexibility can be activated in the
P2P model at any time in the day. Furthermore, no scenarios with different flexibility activation shares were
considered here (as the ones considered for the Iberia pilot).
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For the commercial recruits, ECY was able to collect information on the energy use of the HVAC equipment.
In one of the cases, UK.NR01, the electric chiller was being monitored by an energy management system,
which allowed detailed readings of electric demand, revealing also that the chiller is being used slightly under
its installed thermal capacity abilities. Figure 20 shows the customer percent-based profiles based on which
flexibility profiles were built. Customers UK.NR02 and UK.NR04 reflect the same patterns found for the Iberian
pilot’s customers, but customers UK.NR01 and UK.NR03 show a more widespread flexibility availability.
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Figure 20 – Example percent-based flexibility load profiles for commercial/industrial electricity customers in the Corby pilot - January
day: a) UK.NR01; b) UK.NR02; c) UK.NR03; d) UK.NR04.

3.2.3 Solar energy production
The modeling duly considered the individual output contributions from PV installations to be deployed by the
FleXunity project in most customers’ facilities. To model PV production and produce the respective hourly
time series, the open source PVWatts calculator was used [11]. All installations were modeled for standard PV
modules, in a fixed roof mount, with a 20-degree tilt, and South orientation. The 3D plots for global horizontal
radiation presented in this report are for illustrative and comparative purposes of the solar resource only
(these were not an input to the modeling), having been produced in Climate Consultant 6.0 [12].

Iberia community
In terms of the Iberia reference geographical locations used, which are necessary for obtaining the solar
outputs, closest match climate files were identified. For customers based in Northern Spain, the Léon location
was used, whereas for customers based in Center Spain, the Madrid location was used. For customers based
in Northern Portugal, the Porto location was used, while for customers based in the Center-North of Portugal,
the Coimbra location was used.
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Table 4 and Table 5 list the climate file locations used in PVWatts for each cohort of residential (only test
homes) and commercial customers, respectively. The tables also map that information with the specific
anonymous customer codes (for project purposes) and the installed PV capacity in each facility.
Table 4 – Map of closest match reference locations and installed PV capacities considered for the Iberian pilot’s test homes.

Project code
ES.T01, ES.T02, ES.T07, ES.T08, ES.T09,
ES.T10, ES.T12, ES.T14, ES.T18
ES.T16
PT.T01
ES.T03, ES.T04, ES.T05, ES.T13, ES.T17,
ES.T19
ES.T06, ES.T11, ES.T15

Reference location (Country code)
Léon (ES)

Installed PV capacity (kWp)
1.98

Madrid (ES)
Porto (PT)
Léon (ES)

1.98
2.37
2.37

Léon (ES)

3.16

Table 5 – Map of closest match reference locations and installed PV capacities considered for the Iberian pilot’s buildings.

Project code
ES.NR04
PT.NR01
ES.NR02
ES.NR01
ES.NR03

Reference location (Country code)
Léon (ES)
Coimbra (PT)
Madrid (ES)
Léon (ES)
Léon (ES)

Installed PV capacity (kWp)
1.98
2.70
5.53
8.60
39.5

Figure 21 performs a comparison of the year-long solar radiation performance in each of the reference
geographical locations used in the Iberia community pilot (for illustrative purposes, only). Because solar
conditions in the Iberian Peninsula are quite uniform (in terms of total daily PV production), the difference in
prospective performance is not substantial. Thus, differences in PV production among the pilot participants
will be mostly related to the disparate installed capacities, rather than to the climate zones where those
participants are located. Still, the Coimbra region, in the Center-North of Portugal, features the highest
maximum radiation levels.

a)

b)

d)

c)

Figure 21 – 3D representation plots of global horizontal solar radiation daily profiles superimposed for all days of the year, for the
following reference locations in the Iberian Peninsula: a) Coimbra, Portugal; b) Porto, Portugal); c) León, Spain; d) Madrid, Spain.
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Figure 22 presents the expected aggregated daily PV production during a June day in the Iberia pilot, plotted
against the share of the total electric load for the community. During the sunniest hours of that day, the
accumulated PV production capacity reaches some 70 kW, which for that period is higher than the overall
electric demand of the community, originating a solar generation surplus. This is because in this pilot, the
electric consumption is lowest in the summertime.
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Figure 22 - Estimated aggregated PV production during a June day, for the entire Iberia pilot.

Corby community
In the localized UK pilot, the only applicable geographical location would be closest match found in the
PVWatts database for Corby, which is the region of Birmingham. Table 6 and Table 7 map the residential (test
homes) and commercial customer cohorts, with respective anonymous recruit codes, with the installed PV
capacity, for the Birmingham location.
Table 6 – Map of closest match reference locations and installed PV capacities considered for the UK pilot’s test homes.

Project code
UK.T07, UK.T18
UK.T01, UK.T02, UK.T03, UK.T04,
UK.T05, UK.T06, UK.T13
UK.T15, UK.T16, UK.T17, UK.T19
UK.T08, UK.T09, UK.T10, UK.T11,
UK.T12, UK.T14, UK.T20

Reference location (Country code)

Birmingham (UK)

Installed PV capacity (kWp)
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00

Table 7 – Map of closest match reference locations and installed PV capacities considered for the UK pilot’s buildings.

Project code
UK.NR02, UK.NR04
UK.NR01
UK.NR03

Reference location (Country code)
Birmingham (UK)
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Figure 23 presents the year-long superimposed 3D global horizontal radiation plot for the Birmingham
location, being the most striking observation, the significantly lower maximum reached radiation level in
relation to any of the Portuguese climate files used (between 11% and 12% lower).
The chart in Figure 24 shows the aggregated PV production capacity during a June day in the Corby pilot, also
plotted in relation to the share of the total electric demand of the community for that day.

Figure 23 – 3D representation plot of global horizontal solar radiation daily profiles superimposed for all days of the year, for the
reference location Birmingham, UK.
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Figure 24 – Estimated aggregated PV production during a June day, for the entire Corby pilot site.

In the case of the Corby pilot, the totals could reach about 140 kW in the highest-radiation times of the day.
Nevertheless, the demand in this pilot is much higher and less seasonal than the demand in the Iberia pilot,
and thus this represents a fraction of no more than 12% (during the sunniest times) of the total electric load
for the site. Due to the higher load and lesser PV performance, along the entire year, there is no occasion
when surplus PV generation takes place, contrarily to what happens in the Iberia site.

3.2.4 Electricity pricing
Electricity pricing inputs to the P2P models include the electricity tariffs and the reference price inputs to the
P2P market price formation (also based on electric retail price variations).
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3.2.4.1 Customer tariffs
The methodology utilizes customer tariff information that resembles as well as possible the tariff details of
the existing pilot participants. This information was largely provided by pilot leaders ECY and SIMPLES. In the
cases where some of the details would not be available (for example, the customer contracted capacities for
some recruits), LUT attempted to perform the most reasonable estimations possible.
Iberia community
In the Iberia pilot, about 60% of the residential customers use flat electricity tariffs. The remaining customers
adopt a two-period TOU tariff. In terms of commercial customers, two-thirds uses TOU tariffs. Two of these
use a two-period tariff, whereas the other two use a four-period tariff. Table 8 and Table 9 introduce the
ranges of values found for the fixed and variable rate charges of residential and commercial customers in this
pilot, respectively.
Table 8 – Identified ranges for different types of electricity tariff costs for residential customers in the Iberia pilot.

Type of cost
Fixed charges, including taxes and levies (€/month)
Variable charges – unit rates (€/kWh)
Flat (17 customers)
Two-period TOU (13 customers)

Range of values
6 – 77
0.12 – 0.14
0.07 – 0.21

Table 9 – Identified ranges for different types of electricity tariff costs for commercial customers in the Iberia pilot.

Type of cost
Fixed charges, including taxes and levies (€/month)
Variable charges – unit rates (€/kWh)
Flat (2 customers)
TOU (Two-period: 2 customers; Four-period: 2 customers)

Range of values
16 - 266
0.13
0.06 – 0.16

In the residential environment, the rate range for the set of 17 customers under a flat tariff is relatively short.
For the TOU, the rates can go from 0.07 €/kWh in the off-peak periods to as much as 0.21 €/kWh in the onpeak periods. For commercial customers, the only adopted flat tariff rate is of 0.13 €/kWh. In terms of TOU
tariffs, as expected the range is also long, from 0.06 €/kWh to 0.16 €/kWh. The ranges for fixed monthly costs
are extremely wide for both customers, since this is normally associated to the customer’s contracted capacity.
Generally, the rates are lower for commercial customers, and for both residential and commercial customers,
they were found to be slightly lower in Spain.

Corby community
Tariff information for the Corby pilot was only partially provided, but it is the perceived notion of ECY that a
striking 100% of the 30 homes in the community use flat electricity tariffs. This is the standing assumption
adopted in the modeling of the P2P exchange for this community. Half of the commercial/industrial customers
(assumed to be the largest ones), use two-period TOU tariffs.
Table 10 and Table 11 list the ranges of values for fixed and variable charges for residential and
commercial/industrial customers in the Corby pilot. The range of flat rate values applicable to the homes in
Corby is wide, specifically between 0.16 €/kWh and 0.20 €/kWh. For two commercial customers, there is a
single 0.19 €/kWh rate, whereas the TOU rates applicable to both one commercial customer and a
commercial/industrial customer can range between 0.13 €/kWh, during the off-peak periods, and 0.18 €/kWh,
during the on-peak periods.
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Table 10 – Identified ranges for different types of electricity tariff costs for residential customers in the Corby pilot.

Type of cost
Fixed charges, including taxes and levies (€/month)
Variable charges – unit rates (€/kWh)
Flat (All customers)

Range of values
6-9
0.16 - 0.20

Table 11 – Identified ranges for different types of electricity tariff costs for commercial/industrial customers in the Corby pilot.

Type of cost
Fixed charges, including taxes and levies (€/month)
Variable charges – unit rates (€/kWh)
Flat (2 customers)
Two-period TOU (2 customers)

Range of values
50 - 300
0.19
0.13 – 0.18

The range of values for fixed monthly costs is very long for the non-residential customers, given the large
disparity in their size (the largest customer – a manufacturing unit – has a peak load that is over 7 times higher
than the peak load of the second largest customer – an office).

3.2.4.2 Reference price for P2P market price estimation
The P2P simulation model adopted in this work uses a reference price for estimating the market rates based
on which customers trade within the community boundaries (the P2P market price). The P2P market price is
formed at an hourly basis as a function of demand and supply, as well as of the price time series input, which
should reflect the variations in electric retail prices within the reach of the customers. LUT has produced
estimations of these time series, using as starting point the electricity wholesale market price variations in
both Spain/Portugal (which share an electricity market) and the UK (for the year 2019). To be able to produce
the final estimations, LUT studied the electric retail price cost components and the dynamics of electricity
pricing in the countries participating in FleXunity’s pilots. Figure 25 presents the final monthly price profiles
used as input in the P2P models (for both the Iberia and Corby communities).
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Figure 25 – Reference market price monhlu .

Overall, Figure 25 shows that for the year observed, the base market prices were slightly higher in the UK. The
daily profiles show similar patterns, with peak pricing mostly “located” at the end of the day, and for both
cases the beginning of the year has the highest prices.
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3.3 P2P exchange simulation
The P2P exchange simulation tool and the modeling approach used in this analysis extended previous LUT
University’s work, which can be found in [13][14]. The tool emulates the role of an energy community trading
facilitator (the CM), who manages a trading platform for exchanging renewable energy production and
flexibility on behalf of the participants, some of which are prosumers, whereas others are consumers. As
shown in Figure 26, to run, the tool takes as input load, flexibility, and price data from the participating
customers (see 3.2). The simulation assumes that the CM carries out the bidding, the trading, and the clearing
on behalf of all the P2P traders, finally redistributing the obtained benefits (or costs) across the community.
The main objective of the P2P simulation tool is to maximize the local usage of renewables and flexibility
resources for the whole community, as a result also minimizing the electricity that the customers buy from
the grid at retail tariff prices (Figure 26). The tool responds to specific flexibility activation times, which in this
work reflect tariff-driven load shifting events. Thus, using this tool, LUT demonstrates how flexibility-oriented
tariffs and availability of flexibility affect the P2P trading outcomes and drive benefits to participants.

Figure 26 – Inputs and outputs of the P2P trading simulation tool used in this work.

In line with FleXunity’s market model, the simulation is designed so to first meet the load demand using locallyproduced renewable electricity, while any remaining demand is satisfied by the main grid (with electricity
being purchased at retail market prices). The P2P exchange simulation adopts several well-established trading
models and mechanisms. The analysis is conducted at an hourly resolution for a timeframe of a year, so that
seasonal variations are properly captured.

3.3.1 Possible trading scenarios in each hour
As explained, the P2P exchange simulation carries out trading in each hour (or trading period). Depending on
the energy and flexibility availability, the following five scenarios may occur during each trading period:
1. No Trade: There are no sellers or no buyers (or neither, in the rare instance when every trader has a
PV installation with production exactly matching their load – self consumption is prioritized).
2. Bilateral Trade: There is one seller and one buyer, in which case they trade with each other. It is
assumed that they will trade at a market price equivalent to the integer closest to half of the reference
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market price (see Error! Reference source not found.), here called 𝐶𝑅𝐸𝐹 (𝑡), for the period t, i.e.,
𝐶𝑅𝐸𝐹𝑡2 .
3. Seller Monopoly: There is only one seller but multiple buyers. Thus, the market price is set at an upper
bidding limit, which is 1 unit less than the reference price, i.e., 𝐶𝑅𝐸𝐹 − 1. The buyers are ranked
according to their bids. The highest bidder gets the first opportunity to buy electricity, followed by the
next highest bidder, who can buy any remaining electricity, and so forth.
4. Buyer Monopoly: There is only one buyer but there are multiple sellers. The market price is set at the
lower bidding limit of 1 €. The sellers are now ranked according to their bids, with the lowest bidder
having the first opportunity to sell, followed by the next bidder, etc.
5. Competition: There are multiple sellers and multiple buyers, and thus, a competitive market is
established. The sellers and buyers both bid for electricity sales and electricity purchases, respectively.
The market price is then set, and the trades are cleared. There are various trading mechanisms that
are triggered when this scenario emerges.

3.3.2 Competitive trading mechanisms
In a competitive trading period, the following trading mechanisms take place:
•

•

•

Zero-intelligence bidding: A zero-intelligence (ZI) bidding strategy is employed, in which traders
submit random bids and offers with a bid price drawn from a uniform distribution between two limit
prices. Bids are pseudorandom integers taken from a uniform discrete distribution between the lower
and upper bidding limits, i.e., {1 , 𝐶𝑅𝐸𝐹 − 1}. Then, the CM generates buy and sell bid prices for the
exchanged electricity. The electricity demand required for buying and the supply available for selling
are communicated by each trader privately. More details on the ZI strategy can be found in [13].
Trading: Sealed-bid double auction: A sealed-bid double auction mechanism is used for the trading.
The CM matches the orders at discrete market closing times t, by first ranking buy and sell bids in
descending and ascending orders, respectively. The intersection is then determined and set as the
market price. All the sellers can sell their electricity if there is demand from any buyer. Find more
information on the implementation of this mechanism in the P2P exchange tool in [13].
Clearing: Uniform price rule: Under this rule, all the buyers pay the same market price for the
purchased electricity as per the centrally generated random bids (instead of, for example, the pay-asyou-bid rule). Therefore, the market is cleared as follows [13][14]:
1. Buyers are ranked from maximum bids to minimum bids.
2. Sellers are ranked from minimum bids to maximum bids.
3. The first seller sells the surplus electricity to the first buyer (at the market price established
by the sealed-bid double auction).
a. If there is still excess electricity, the first seller sells to the next buyer, and so forth.
b. If electricity is still required by the buyer, the next seller now sells, and so forth.
(Step 3 continues until all buyers have received electricity, or all sellers sold electricity)
4. The remaining electricity demand, if any, will be bought from the grid at 𝐶𝑅𝐸𝐹 .
5. Any remaining electricity supply is unused and gets wasted.
The rationale for applying the uniform price rule method is explained in greater detail in [13].

3.4 Post-processing of results
At the stage of this final step, the simulation tool has retrieved:
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1. Customer load profiles after P2P has taken place: These profiles are to be compared with the original
loads for each customer, so that the dynamics of energy use is well captured, and an appropriate
reading of the techno-economic benefits of the maximization of the local resources can be produced.
Because the P2P simulation runs with a community-oriented logic, the customer load profile data sets
should be aggregated to offer a community-level view of the electricity exchange operations.
2. P2P market pricing time series: This output will inform as to the hourly prices paid for the electricity
that has been exchanged in the P2P market. Subsequent calculations must be made to attain the
monetary totals for these operations.
3. Renewable electricity and flexibility surplus: The simulation will deliver details as to whether there
is any surplus output of the products that have been placed in the exchange market. If there is unused
surplus, there are further revenues to be reasonably expected by the community participants, but
that fall off the scope of this work. These benefits could, however, be roughly estimated to offer a
simplified view of the flexibility service economics at stake.

By combining the three above outputs, which offer concrete figures as to the resulting costs and value streams
associated with the maximization of locally produced renewable energy and demand-side flexibility, the
comparative tariff economics between the pre- and post-P2P stages could be estimated. Furthermore, the
benefits achieved reflect the response of the P2P participants to specific tariff price signals, which allows
drawing insights as to the value of different tariff structures.
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4 Analysis of simulation results
This section presents and carefully assesses the results of the P2P exchange simulation for both the Iberia and
the Corby pilots, from load dynamics, market trading, and techno-economic points of view.

4.1 Load and market trading analysis
The first step of the analysis is to compare the whole community electric demand loads’ behaviour, before
and after P2P was simulated. This was supported by the use of statistical indices to characterize load patterns.
Secondly, week-long, seasonal community load profiles were plotted against the P2P market pricing
progression, to reveal daily trading patterns of flexibility and renewable energy (). Lastly, the analysis sheds
light on the surplus of electricity in the P2P market, which could suggest further potential revenue streams to
the benefit of the community participants.

Iberia community
Table 12 shows the impact of P2P in the electric demand in the Iberia community. Noticeably, the trading of
renewable energy and activated flexibility resulted in a substantial decrease of the peak load of the system,
from about 200 kW to about 170 kW (a 15% reduction, roughly). This reduction is only evident between nonP2P and P2P scenarios, but not between the 50% residential flexibility activation and the 100% residential
flexibility activation. The statistical median of the demand load also suffered an important drop, from 52 kW
to 31-32 kW (or about 38%), which suggests a pervasive effect of the trading activities along the year. After
P2P, 75% of the load would be under 46 kW for 50% flexibility activation in homes, and 43 kW for 100%
activation, in contrast with the 67 kW pre-P2P (some 36% and 31% reductions, respectively). The 95th
percentile, however, was the one suffering the greatest reduction, where 95% of the loads would be under
72-75 kW, against some previous 107 kW.
Table 12 – Impact of P2P exchange of demand-side flexibility and renewable energy in the electric demand of the Iberia community.

Load scenario
Before P2P (original aggregated load)
After P2P 50% Flex
After P2P 100% Flex

Max kWe (y)
202.32
167.46
166.57

Median kWe (y)
51.56
32.25
30.77

P75% kWe (y)
66.98
45.62
43.12

P95% kWe (y)
106.99
75.47
71.81

Figure 27 plots a winter week load profile of the electricity operations in the Iberia community, after P2P and
for a 50% residential flexibility activation scenario. It is immediately perceptible that the traded renewable
electricity is supplying a large fraction of the daytime demand, whereas the traded flexibility is supplying a
share of evening demand, specifically when residential flexibility has been activated for most of the homes
(between 18h and 20h). In addition, building flexibility is used along the day, together with solar production.
The outputs suggests that flexibility is effectively being used for the benefit of the community. This
contribution appears to be only significant during the week, even though there’s abundant PV generation. On
the weekends, the load profiles are disrupted, there is much less demand overall, and there’s also less
flexibility available to be traded. The evolution of P2P market prices reinforces this reading of the results. It is
visible along the week that when there is more demand for the traded energy/flexibility, there are sharp drops
in the market rate, specifically around the middle of the day, when solar production is maximum. There are
also variable drops in price, which are smaller due to less power capacity, by the evenings, when home
flexibility is activated. On the weekends, especially on Sundays, the P2P market price generally remains at
higher levels, since there is little trading taking place.
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Figure 28 presents a summer week profile for the Iberia community under the same P2P trading scenario. The
direct implication of the seasonal change is the enhancement of the solar production. This widens the time
window of the PV contribution to the loads, practically bridging the initial gap between solar daytime
contribution and evening flexibility contribution. Strikingly, because there’s much more trading taking place,
the P2P market price is generally significantly lower than the one practiced during the winter week (a under
120 €/MWh maximum, against an earlier over 140 €/MWh maximum), also remaining at low levels (40-60
€/MWh) during a large fraction of the day, only increasing in the early night hours. This is now true, at least to
some degree, also for the weekend days, due to a higher share of renewable energy supply of the loads.
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Figure 27 – Electric load profile for the Iberia community on a winter week after P2P, showing the accumulated hourly contributions
from activated flexibility and renewable energy trading, and plotted against the P2P market price – 50% residential flexibility scenario.
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Figure 28 – Electric load profile for the Iberia community on a summer week after P2P, showing the accumulated hourly contributions
from activated flexibility and renewable energy trading, and plotted against the P2P market price – 50% residential flexibility scenario.

Figure 29 shows the winter week electric load profile of the Iberia community after P2P, now for a 100%
residential flexibility activation scenario. The outcome of this scenario is the even further widening of the
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flexibility contribution time window, mainly during the week hours. While in the previous plots, only a small
share of the trading would cover the demand all the way up to 20h, now it is evident that all this demand is
being fully satisfied. This is a remarkable departure from the 50% activation results, which again appears to
validate the selected hours for residential flexibility activation. The market price accompanies these subtleties,
featuring clearly sharper drops at the evening flexibility activation times. Despite all of this, and because of
lower PV productivity, there is a small renewable contribution to the weekend loads, remaining the P2P
market price at relatively high levels, when compared to the progression shown in Figure 28. Additionally, for
the same reason, the general prices go back to the higher values of Figure 27.
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Figure 29 – Electric load profile for the Iberia community on a winter week after P2P, showing the accumulated hourly contributions
from activated flexibility and renewable energy trading, and plotted against the P2P market price – 100% residential flexibility scenario.
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Figure 30 – Electric load profile for the Iberia community on a summer week after P2P, showing the accumulated hourly contributions
from activated flexibility and renewable energy trading, and plotted against the P2P market price – 100% residential flexibility scenario.

Figure 30, with improved solar performance, shows a full-blown take-over of the daytime and evening
weekday demand by the traded energy and flexibility (between approximately 9h and 20h). The contribution
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to the weekend demand also increases, thus lowering the market price once again to even lower levels than
those of the summer week profile in Figure 28.
Figure 31 and Figure 32 complement the above analysis by plotting the Iberia community’s surplus of P2P
energy and flexibility, for the two home flexibility scenarios, and for the same Winter and Summer weeks,
respectively. In the figures, the surpluses are plotted as negative sums, due to potentially being seen as a
waste or loss of benefits for the community. Both charts reveal an overproduction of solar energy, as the
earlier plot in Figure 22 had initially suggested. For the represented weeks, the surplus only takes place during
the weekdays, which implies that flexibility activation (very little, during the weekends) has a substantial
weight in this surplus. Furthermore, in both charts, the surplus is higher when the residential flexibility
availability is doubled (the 100% home flexibility scenario). As it would to be expected, the overproduction
during the summer week is also much higher than that of the winter week.
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Figure 31 – P2P surplus of energy and flexibility in the Iberia community for two home flexibility scenarios, during a Winter week.
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Figure 32 – P2P surplus of energy and flexibility in the Iberia community for two home flexibility scenarios, during a Summer week.
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Corby community
Table 13 examines the impact that P2P had in the electric demand composition of the Corby community. The
decrease in peak load wasn’t nearly as substantial as the one verified for the Iberia pilot (only 2%). In terms of
influence in the load demand characteristics, the median was the one statistic that suffered most reduction,
namely of 90 kW, or 8%. This suggests a small to moderate effect of the trading activities in the overall load,
almost five times lower than the percent impact in the electric load of the Iberia community. After P2P, 75%
of the hourly loads are still under 1.2 MW (a 5% reduction in the percentile), and 95% under 1.3 MW (only a
2% reduction in the percentile).
Table 13 – Impact of P2P exchange of demand-side flexibility and renewable energy in the electric demand of the Corby community.

Load scenario
Before P2P (original aggregated load)
After P2P

Max kWe (y)
1400.74
1370.50

Median kWe (y)
1124.95
1034.81

P75% kWe (y)
1218.61
1159.76

P95% kWe (y)
1311.84
1281.07

The plot in Figure 33 shows a winter week electricity profile of the Corby community, after P2P of renewable
energy and demand-side flexibility of homes and buildings. A quick look is enough to realize that the traded
electricity amounts are overwhelmed by the size of the demand load (in the winter – during the weekdays –
the highest traded energy contribution is 9-10 times smaller than the electric demand at the same time). Yet,
the contribution from home flexibility is perceivable along the days, including during the weekend, albeit of
an almost negligible size. The contribution from traded building flexibility and solar electricity is also evident,
offsetting as much load as technically possible during the daytime hours (being the sun-hours approximately
between 8h and 18h). Both events generate drops in the P2P market price, which notably are cyclical for the
duration of the whole week, including weekends. In a business and largely remote work community, such as
Corby, the weekend days load is substantially lower than the weekdays load. Still, the same patterns of P2P
trading, including the evolution of P2P market prices, are repeated for those days.
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Figure 33 – Electric load profile for the Corby community on a winter week after P2P, showing the accumulated hourly contributions
from activated flexibility and renewable energy trading, and plotted against the P2P market price.

Figure 34 presents a summer week electric profile for the Corby community, after P2P. The contribution of
the PV production to the trading activity approximately doubles, compared to the plot in Figure 33. This has
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an extensive impact on the P2P market price, which sinks to an 80 €/MWh weekly minimum, against a
minimum of about 120 €/MWh, for the Winter week. Lastly, the chart shows less cyclical behaviour and more
variations in the PV contribution in relation to the plot in Figure 33 and market trading price, which is
attributed to low levels of global horizontal radiation in the early days of the week.
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Figure 34 – Electric load profile for the Corby community on a summer week after P2P, showing the accumulated hourly contributions
from activated flexibility and renewable energy trading, and plotted against the P2P market price.

As the above results would suggest, in the Corby pilot, the simulation did not retrieve any surplus of traded
energy and flexibility.

4.2 Techno-economic analysis
A comparative analysis of variable charges with electricity was produced between the pre-P2P and post-P2P
load scenarios for both pilot communities of Iberia (Table 14) and Corby (Table 15). After P2P trading of
renewable energy and flexibility takes place, a share of the electric load is offset, which leads to a decrease in
electric consumption and consequently, of its associated variable costs. However, for those customers who
purchase electricity from the peers, there is an associated cost, linked to the dynamic market price generated
in the P2P simulation at an hourly basis. Thus, in every trading period, customers purchase energy and
flexibility from the community at different rates.
Table 14 shows that there are substantial reductions in grid purchases in the P2P scenarios in the Iberia pilot.
These reductions are of 43% and 49%, for the 50% and 100% home flexibility scenarios, respectively. The
addition of purchase charges relating to P2P trading of renewable electricity and flexibility leads to overall cost
reductions in both scenarios of 22% and 25%.
In the much larger Corby pilot (Table 15), the grid purchases drop only slightly after P2P trading takes place
(in about 6%). Because there is little trading taking place, compared to the magnitude of the demand load, the
impacts of the P2P purchases are also not substantial. In total, the flexibility and renewable energy trading
leads to a decrease in variable electricity charges in the Corby pilot of no more than 2%. As examined earlier,
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this lack of financial attractiveness is a likely outcome of the large disparity between the electric demand in
this pilot, and the potential contribution of the flexible sources.
Table 14 – Analysis of the impact in variable electricity costs after P2P trading in the Iberia pilot.

Load scenario
Before P2P (original aggregated load)
After P2P 50% Flex
After P2P 100% Flex

Grid purchases
58 016 €
32 933 €
29 335 €

P2P purchases
N.A.
12 497 €
13 926 €

Total costs
58 016 €
45 430 €
43 261 €

Table 15 – Analysis of the impact in variable electricity costs after P2P trading in the Corby pilot.

Load scenario
Before P2P (original aggregated load)
After P2P

Grid purchases
1 431 415 €
1 344 391 €

P2P purchases
N.A.
55 315 €

Total costs
1 431 415 €
1 399 569€

Please note that in the above analysis, no revenues from P2P sales were considered, which indicates that the
net benefits from P2P are expected to increase to a moderate level for both cases.

4.3 Overall discussion
Despite the limited scope of this analysis, and the challenges identified already in the course of the P2P
simulations performed for this report, it is indisputable that subsections 4.1 and 4.2 reveal considerable
potential and positive prospects for intra-community P2P trading. The combined operations of renewable
energy production and demand-side flexibility were able to drive substantial load reductions in the Iberia pilot,
where the solar radiation conditions are favourable, and the flexibility contribution is sizeable enough to make
a relevant contribution in the overall of the community load. For this pilot, the seasonal segregation of results
demonstrated the different potential and impacts of the solar contribution, whereas the different flexibility
share scenarios allowed a detailed look at the localized impact of flexibility activation. The results for the Corby
pilot were also promising, but the modeling required better balancing between the different components in
order to deliver more insightful and actionable lessons learned.
The economic analysis demonstrates, even without the consideration of sales revenues, that when the
contribution from the flexibility and renewables is appropriately balanced, the potential savings that can
be achieved are of a relevant nature. In the Iberia pilot, a large surplus of generation took place, which one
the one hand is not desirable, that that on the other hand could also be leveraged via external market
interactions, such as participation in ancillary services. In addition, technologies such as energy storage, by
virtue of transferring solar energy production to later hours of the day, could further enhance the benefits
identified.
An overall appreciation of the results also allows a validation of the selected activation periods in both pilots.
The research in this report suggests that at this stage, traditional TOU tariffs are a better option for customer
engagement than more modern dynamic tariff structures. These chosen periods were selected to reflect the
hours at which the TOU should deliver price signals to facilitate flexibility activation. Thus, a relevant
recommendation from this report to develop optimal tariff structures for flexible energy communities is to
tailor-make the higher charge TOU periods to the highest flexibility periods of the customers. This is not an
easy task, and one solution is to further enhance load analyses for example by network operators and/or
electricity retailers that produce customer cohorts of similar characteristics in terms of installed flexibility
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capacities and flexibility activation availability. Ultimately, this report suggests that the activity of tariff
definition takes place closer to the customers and communities, than it has until today.
The modeling analysis produced for this report requires further improvements and updated data to deliver
more realistic results that could be reproducible in real-world conditions. This could potentially be performed
throughout the duration of the FleXunity project.
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5 Conclusions
Flexible energy communities are organized collectives where participants cooperate towards the valorisation
of local flexibility. Within the scope of each customer, flexibility is activated through the optimized use of
flexible energy assets. In addition to electric storage, these assets include a wide range of home and building
equipment and appliances, such as HVAC units, and cold appliances.
According to the FleXunity market model, the exploitation of local flexibility takes place in different stages,
being the first step to optimally manage and control the community flexibility pool for internal purposes via
intra-community P2P trading. In FleXunity’s community-based P2P market structure, these interactions are
managed by a supervisor entity, or community manager (CM), who operates as a trading facilitator.
This report delivered insights as to appropriate tariff structures for the internal operations of flexible energy
communities. These schemes should incentivize the exploitation of locally generated energy and flexibility,
thus maximizing and most efficiently distributing value across the relevant stakeholders.
To achieve this, this deliverable modelled and simulated a P2P exchange of renewable energy and flexibility
applied to the close to real-world conditions of FleXunity’s Iberia and UK pilots. The results of the simulations
revealed load, market trading, and techno-economic trends, the analysis of which helped identify tariff
structures best serving the collective interest of the studied communities.
Overall, the P2P simulations revealed considerable technical and economic potential, as well as very positive
prospects for intra-community P2P trading in presence of renewable energy production and demand-side
flexibility. The economic analysis demonstrates that when the contribution from the flexibility and renewables
is appropriately balanced, the potential savings that can be achieved are of a relevant nature.
The research in this report suggests that for the time being, traditional TOU tariffs are a better option for
customer engagement than more modern dynamic tariff structures. Optimal TOU structures should be
developed for flexible energy communities so that the higher charge TOU periods are tailor-made to the
highest flexibility periods of the customers. In short, report recommends that the activity of tariff definition
takes place closer to the customers and communities, than it has been until now.
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